Our Symbols

Sisterhood
“To cherish friendship with but a chosen few and to
study the perfecting of those friendships.”

We have two mottos:
o Loving Leading Lasting
o Live with Purpose: a 10 lined statement
that promotes the growth of well-rounded
women

Our sisters have diverse interests and we
have chosen Alpha Gamma Delta as our
common ground. We have a range of studies
from engineering, psychology majors, and
everything in between. Over 75% of sisters
are involved in other organizations and
several hold leadership roles. We encourage
participation in other organizations in all
capacities on campus.

Our Chapter

Alpha Gamma Delta International Women’s
Fraternity was established at Syracuse
University in 1904 and came to Tech in 1979.
Our chapter home is at 1015 College Ave.

One sister says, “I can’t begin to explain how
grateful I am for the intelligent, genuine,
quirky women that are the ladies of Alpha
Gamma Delta. I’ve been so lucky to share so
many wonderful experiences with them over
the last few years and they truly hold a
special place in my heart. “

Scholarship

Philanthropy

Finance

“To gain understanding that wisdom may be
vouchsafed to me.”

“To welcome the opportunity of contributing to the
world’s work in the community where I am placed
because of the joy of service thereby bestowed and
the talent of leadership multiplied.”

Being a part of Alpha Gam is both a time &
financial commitment. The cost for a new
member is around $500, which includes
dues, initiation fees, an official badge, and
other obligations. Scholarships are available
& payment plans can be customized and
worked out with our VP-Finance.

In Alpha Gamma Delta, we highly value
scholarship. We have had the highest
Sorority GPA 16 times over the last 8 years
and had a chapter GPA of 3.66 for the Spring
2020 semester. We have won awards from
our International Headquarters regarding
our achievements including Honor Roll for
Scholarship Progress award and the Rose
Bowl for overall scholastic achievement.
A cumulative GPA of 2.5 is needed to join
Alpha Gam. Members must also maintain a
2.5 GPA to stay in academic good standing.
As a chapter we “Strive for Pi”, a semester
GPA of 3.14, and receive dinner from an
advisor for this achievement.

Alpha Gamma Delta’s philanthropy is
focused on fighting hunger. There is a
significant overlap between those who get
help for food insecurities and those who
suffer from diabetes. We are still making an
impact on those with diabetes, just in a
different way.
Alpha Gamma Delta chapters across the
country have contributed more than 135,000
hours to fighting hunger in the 2018-2019
school year. At Michigan Tech we work with
31 Backpacks, Little Brothers Friends of the
Elderly, HuskyFAN, and several other local
and national charities. As a chapter, we
contributed 397 service hours and over
$17,300 dollars in the 2019-20 school year.
For any questions regarding our
philanthropy, please contact Kyrstin Schmidt
at kyrstins@mtu.edu.

Living in our beautiful chapter home on
College Ave is a privilege. Most of our
members live in house and it is the
responsibility of all members to fill the
house. If you have any questions, contact
our Director of Property, Loryn Zeno at
lrzeno@mtu.edu.

Recent Awards:
o
o
o
o

Highest Sorority GPA Fall ’19 and Spring ‘20
Sorority of the Year - 2017,18,19
Organization of The Year – 2019
Outstanding Support of HuskyFAN 2019

Any Questions? Contact:
Rachel Welter at rcwelter@mtu.edu

